Come Explore Carleton's Alumni Network:

Reconnect, Celebrate, Support, & Remember Committee

September 30-October 2, 2022!

Save the dates for the fall 2022 Gathering:

out our Fellows Program webpage summer, including many of our 2021 MCAN Fellows. To learn more, visit the opportunity for students to showcase their work across various disciplines and for the

On October 15, Carleton hosted its annual

provide a blueprint for the structural and cultural change needed to make Carleton a

The campus community came together with the Prairie Island Indian Community to

Carleton Celebrated Indigenous Peoples' Day

(APS), Baylor will run a national program which will improve physics teachers' ability to

Marty Baylor, Chair and Professor of Physics and Astronomy, is quickly becoming a

students and provides a directory of first-generation faculty and staff.

Carleton's TRIO and the Division of Student Life Launch First-Generation Website

initiative builds on Carleton's existing policy to meet every student's full demonstrated

Education Foundation as part of a revolutionary partnership to dramatically increase

Undocumented Status

Intercultural Life. To learn more, visit the

The Multicultural Mental Health and Well-being Collective (MMHWC) provides a

practices that support their mental health and well-being. The MMHWC is led by staff

The Multicultural Mental Health and Well-being Collective.

and Counseling (SHAC) and the Office of Health Promotion (OHP) to launch the

Native American Heritage (November) months with a series of Convocation speakers,

Woke or Performative?” OPLs arranged fun Kickbacks: a Hong Kong Style Tea event

mentoring 50 first year students, connecting them to resources and supporting their

Fall term kicked off with OIL Peer Leader (OPL) training in September. OPLs are

identities and experiences.

We are actively working to build relationships with students,

I'm joined by my Associate Director, Oscar M. Alvarez, who

belonging, and cross-sector collaboration. While I've bounced from coast to coast for

Inclusion, Diversity, and Equity Planning Next Steps

IDE Planning Next Steps, and More.

MCAN Fall News

Announcing the 2020-2021 Officers from the Office of Intercultural Life, MCAN Fellows, Campus Updates, BI Planning Next Steps, and More.

Ways to Connect with MCAN

Read the news story.

Ask

Share this:

read the news story.